Do more with
ESO ELECTRONIC HEALTH RECORD

QUALITY MANAGEMENT
ESO QM makes it easy to perform QA/QI activities in your agency. Built-in analytics, messaging and summary screens ensure you won’t miss a beat when reviewing ePCRs.

YOUR REVIEW, YOUR WORKFLOW
Assign reviews to specific reviewers, create shared notes between reviewers and select from Documentation, Clinical and Billing review types. ESO Quality Management lets you operate in the workflow that is most intuitive for you.

QUICKLY ASSESS INCIDENTS
Summary screens let you access key information generated from the patient care report including primary impression, disposition, dates and times so you can decide the type of review that needs to be conducted.

EASILY IDENTIFY AREAS FOR IMPROVEMENT
Review PCRs and share feedback with crews across multiple categories including vitals, billing details, signatures, narratives and demographics. You can also share notes outside of specific categories to call attention to particular needs or offer kudos.

SECURELY MESSAGE CREWS
Share feedback with crews privately and securely. Messaging lets you conversationally discuss needed changes, request updates and track ongoing discussions.

UNCOVER ORGANIZATIONAL NEEDS WITH ANALYTICS
View, filter and report across all data fields within ESO Quality Management to discover the most common feedback areas and holistically improve internal education and protocols.

VIEW CARDIAC IMAGES WITH EASE
Scroll through all of the 12-lead and 3-lead images associated with the PCR with our cardiac monitor viewer.

FROM A COMPANY YOU TRUST.
At ESO, we understand how first responders work because we’ve worn the uniform ourselves. Not only are our products designed for you — you’ll feel like they were designed by you.

To learn more about Electronic Health Record visit eso.com/ehr or call us today at 866-766-9471.